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TREATMENT RESULTS
23 patients with various diagnosis: 18−complaints of backbone diseases, 2 –
neurocircular dystonia, 1−after insult, 2–complaints of deforming artrosis of knee
joints- have been treated in March, 2000.Treatment results are given below.
We can tell about 90-100 % of success, the desirable results were not got
only when treating two patients who refused to continue the treatment because
of the process aggravation after some procedures. It was impossible to
convince them to continue Scenar-THERAPY.
Treatment of the patients (various types) was made on the base of the
digital techniques 97-4. The techniques of continuous mode and methods got
when the advanced training courses were additionally applied.
It is necessary to note, that the stereo-techniques were applied mainly. Their
realization “directly according to the science” result was very dynamic, beautiful
treatment effect was got. For example, some patients had the positive result
already after having 5-7 procedures. The dynamics was just during the procedure,
i.e. there was an aggravation, and the situation was leveled: the pain disappeared
against a background of the general relaxation by the end of procedure. The
patient came with considerable improvements for the next procedure:
Pain character changed;
Movements volume was increased;
General health state was improved.
Methods of continuous influence were applied for the effect amelioration,
correction, if the patient had the painful areas or the small asymmetry attributes
were observed by the end of procedure.
We tried to get the quantitative attributes of small asymmetry. The patient
had the feelings of easement and relaxation after their appearance and
prosessing. The procedure was over at this moment.
The work with power was inserted very good in the procedures complex. The
patients “ were opened” by the next procedure. It made the access to disease
easier. The work on power influences the spine diseases brightly and significantly.
Three types of changes are characteristic for the therapy process:
−Classical course−when the state of patient, the organism reaction, the
parameters changing are concomitantly;
−Difficult course–treatment takes much time, but nevertheless successfully;
−“Sly” course:
1. There are the values complicating the digital technique application
during the procedure. For example: the value of reactions when the
“doze” signal sounding are equal, or value of reactions after work

“up to zero” are also equal. But according to the technique, it is
necessary to have the biggest value in order to get the complete
function.
2. The initial parameter (equal to the first one ) appears somewhere
above after FM-Var in “Stereo”, and there were already some ones
(Fm-Var). It is important not to miss and to compare the correct
initial parameters in time.
If you missed, made a mistake, the picture varies, and the organism
“doesn’t want” to work with the given technique, starts the new program
without the planned technique finishing.
The analysis of observations and treatment results allows to make
conclusions:
−Technique “higher” softly and gradually “disposes” the organism for treatment.
You can use it when the techniques “ Still higher” and “Stereo” don’t give the
expected result;
−Technique “Still higher” is for the process aggravation; if the patient feels pains,
” Still higher” application doesn’t give fast relief. It is necessary to apply it
when the process is not acute, disease is inactive;
−Technique “Stereo”at strict and exact usage “digs” in disease deeply, and makes
the fast therapeutic effect.
There are many patients suffering from spine diseases. The treatment of
this patients category demands, on the average, 2 courses by 15 procedures.
The remote results are traced during 1−2 years. Patients are full of forces,
work, live a full life.

